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Abstract
We introduce several algebraic structures related to handlebody-knots, including G-families of bi-
quandles, partially multiplicative biquandles and group decomposable biquandles. These structures can
be used to color the semiarcs in Y -oriented spatial trivalent graph diagrams representing S1-oriented
handlebody-knots to obtain computable invariants for handlebody-knots and handlebody-links. In the
case of G-families of biquandles, we enhance the counting invariant using the group G to obtain a poly-
nomial invariant of handlebody-knots.
Keywords: Handlebody-knots, biquandles, G-families of biquandles, partially
multiplicative biquandles, group decomposable biquandles
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1 Introduction
Introduced in the early 1980s, quandles are algebraic structures which can be used to distinguish knots and
links by counting colorings of arcs (the portions going from one under-crossing to another) in an oriented
knot or link diagram by elements of a fixed quandle [2, 7, 10]. In [3] and later [8], quandles were generalized
to biquandles which can be used to distinguish oriented knots and links by counting colorings of the semiarcs
(the portions going from one under-crossing or over-crossing to another) in an oriented knot or link diagram.
In previous work such as [5, 6, 9], quandles and related structures such as G-families of quandles and
qualgebras were used to define invariants of spatial trivalent graphs and related structures such as handlebody-
knots by coloring the arcs (now defined as portions going from one under-crossing or vertex to another). In
this paper we generalize these structures to structures for coloring the semiarcs of handlebody-knot diagrams,
now defined as the portions of the diagram between under-crossing points, over-crossing points, and vertices.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the basics of biquandles and the counting
invariant. In Section 3 we introduce n-parallel biquandles. In Section 4 we extend the notion of G-families of
quandles to the biquandle case. In Section 5 we introduce partially multiplicative biquandles and a special
case, group decomposable biquandles. In Section 6 we discuss invariants defined using these structures and
provide examples of their computation. We conclude in Section 7 with some questions for future research.
2 Biquandles
We begin with a definition. (See [1] for more).
Definition 2.1. A biquandle is a set X with maps ., . : X ×X → X satisfying
(i) For all x ∈ X, x . x = x . x,
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(ii) For each y ∈ X, the maps αy, βy : X → X and S : X ×X → X ×X defined by
αy(x) = x . y, βy(x) = x . y and S(x, y) = (y . x, x . y)
are bijective, and
(iii) The exchange laws are satisfied:
(x . y) . (z . y) = (x . z) . (y . z)
(x . y) . (z . y) = (x . z) . (y . z)
(x . y) . (z . y) = (x . z) . (y . z).
A biquandle in which x . y = x for all x, y ∈ X is a quandle.
Example 1. For any set X and bijection σ : X → X, the operations x. y = x. y = σ(x) define a biquandle
called a constant action biquandle.
Example 2. For any abelian group A with automorphisms s, t : A→ A, the operations
x . y = t(x− y) + s(y), x . y = s(x)
define a biquandle called an Alexander biquandle.
Example 3. For any group G, the operations x . y = y−1xy and x . y = x define a biquandle (indeed, a
quandle) structure known as the conjugation quandle of G.
The biquandle axioms are motivated by the Reidemeister moves for oriented knots and links. Specifically,
if X is a biquandle then an assignment of an element of X to each semiarc in an oriented knot or link diagram
is a biquandle coloring of the diagram if at every crossing we have
Recall that two knot or link diagrams represent ambient isotopic knots or links if and only if they differ
by a sequence of Reidemeister moves:
It is then easy to check the following standard result (see also [1]).
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Theorem 2.2. Let D be an oriented knot or link diagram with a choice of biquandle coloring. Then for any
Reidemeister move Ω, there is a unique biquandle coloring of the diagram D′ obtained from D by applying
Ω which agrees with the coloring on D outside the neighborhood of the move.
Definition 2.3. Let X be a biquandle and D an oriented knot or link diagram. Then the set of biquandle
colorings of D by X is denoted CX(D).
Denote the cardinaility of CX(D) by |CX(D)|. Then we have the following:
Corollary 2.4. Let X be a finite biquandle. Then for any two diagrams D,D′ of an oriented knot or link
L, we have |CX(D)| = |CX(D′)|.
Definition 2.5. For any biquandle X, the number |CX(K)| of biquandle colorings of K by X is called the
biquandle counting invariant of K with respect to the biquandle X, denoted ΦZX(K).
Example 4. Let X = Z3 = Z/3Z and set t = 1 and s = 2; then X is an Alexander biquandle with
operations x . y = x+ y and x . y = 2x. We can compute the biquandle counting invariant by row-reducing
the matrices expressing the crossing relations over Z3. For example, the Hopf link
has crossing equations x+ y = z, 2y = w, y + x = w, 2x = z and thus X-coloring matrix which row-reduces
over Z3 to 
1 1 2 0
0 2 0 2
1 1 0 2
2 0 2 0
←→

1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 2
0 0 0 0

so |CX(Hopf Link)| = |X| = 3. The unlink of two circles has 9 colorings, and hence the invariant detects the
non-triviality of the Hopf link.
3 n-Parallel Biquandles
We would like to extend biquandles to algebraic structures suitable for defining counting invariants for spatial
trivalent graphs and their quotient structure, handlebody-knots. We will first develop some new notation.
Definition 3.1. Let (X, ., .) be a biquandle. For n > 0, we define
a .[0] b = a, a .[0] b = a,
a .[n] b = (a .[n−1] b) . (b .[n−1] b), and a .[n] b = (a .[n−1] b) . (b .[n−1] b).
Example 5. Let X be a biquandle. Then we have
a .[1] b = a . b, a .[2] b = (a . b) . (b . b), a .[3] b = ((a . b) . (b . b)) . ((b . b) . (b . b))
et cetera.
Remark 3.2. If (X, ., .) is a quandle, i.e. a biquandle with a.b = a for all a, b ∈ X, then we have
a.[n]b = a.nb = βnb (a) and a.
[n]b = a
where βy(x) = x . y.
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Let (X, ., .) be a biquandle. We will show via a series of lemmas that (X, .[n], .[n]) is also a biquandle.
Lemma 3.3. For m,n ≥ 0, we have
(a .[m] b) .[n] (b .[m] b) = a .[m+n] b, (a .[m] b) .[n] (b .[m] b) = a .[m+n] b.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. When n = 0, we have
(a .[m] b) .[0] (b .[m] b) = (a .[m] b) = (a .[m+0] b).
Now suppose that the equality holds for n < k. Then we have
(a .[m] b) .[k] (b .[m] b) = ((a .[m] b) .[k−1] (b .[m] b)) . ((b .[m] b) .[k−1] (b .[m] b))
= (a .[m+k−1] b) . (b .[m+k−1] b) = a .[m+k] b
as required. In the same way, we can prove (a .[m] b) .[n] (b .[m] b) = a .[m+n] b.
We now verify that (X, .[n], .[n]) satisfies the biquandle axioms.
Lemma 3.4. For n ≥ 0, we have a .[n] a = a .[n] a.
Proof. Again, we proceed by induction on n. When n = 0, we have a .[0] a = a = a .[0] a. Then suppose
that the equality holds for n < k. Then we have
a .[k] a = (a .[k−1] a) . (a .[k−1] a) = (a .[k−1] a) . (a .[k−1] a) = a .[k] a
as required.
Next, we verify the exchange laws.
Lemma 3.5. For m,n ≥ 0, we have
(a .[m] b) .[n] (c .[m] b) = (a .[n] c) .[m] (b .[n] c),
(a .[m] b) .[n] (c .[m] b) = (a .[n] c) .[m] (b .[n] c),
(a .[m] b) .[n] (c .[m] b) = (a .[n] c) .[m] (b .[n] c).
Proof. When n = 0, we have
(a .[m] b) .[0] (c .[m] b) = a .[m] b = (a .[0] c) .[m] (b .[0] c),
(a .[m] b) .[0] (c .[m] b) = a .[m] b = (a .[0] c) .[m] (b .[0] c),
(a .[m] b) .[0] (c .[m] b) = a .[m] b = (a .[0] c) .[m] (b .[0] c).
When m = 0, we have
(a .[0] b) .[n] (c .[0] b) = a .[n] c = (a .[n] c) .[0] (b .[n] c),
(a .[0] b) .[n] (c .[0] b) = a .[n] c = (a .[n] c) .[0] (b .[n] c),
(a .[0] b) .[n] (c .[0] b) = a .[n] c = (a .[n] c) .[0] (b .[n] c).
Suppose that the three equalities hold for n = 1, m < k. Then we have
(a .[k] b) . (c .[k] b) = ((a .[k−1] b) . (b .[k−1] b)) . ((c .[k−1] b) . (b .[k−1] b))
= ((a .[k−1] b) . (c .[k−1] b)) . ((b .[k−1] b) . (c .[k−1] b))
= ((a . c) .[k−1] (b . c)) . ((b . c) .[k−1] (b . c))
= (a . c) .[k] (b . c).
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In the same way, we have
(a .[m] b) . (c .[m] b) = (a . c) .[m] (b . c),
(a .[m] b) . (c .[m] b) = (a . c) .[m] (b . c).
Suppose that the three equalities hold for n < k. Then we have
(a .[m] b) .[k] (c .[m] b) = ((a .[m] b) .[k−1] (c .[m] b)) . ((c .[m] b) .[k−1] (c .[m] b))
= ((a .[k−1] c) .[m] (b .[k−1] c)) . ((c .[k−1] c) .[m] (b .[k−1] c))
= ((a .[k−1] c) . (c .[k−1] c)) .[m] ((b .[k−1] c) . (c .[k−1] c))
= (a .[k] c) .[m] (b .[k] c).
In the same way, we have
(a .[m] b) .[n] (c .[m] b) = (a .[n] c) .[m] (b .[n] c) and
(a .[m] b) .[n] (c .[m] b) = (a .[n] c) .[m] (b .[n] c)
as required.
Lemma 3.6. Let m,n ≥ 0. Then
(i) The maps .[n]a : X → X, .[n]a : X → X are bijections for each a ∈ X.
(ii) The map Sm,n : X ×X → X ×X; (x, y) 7→ (y .[m] x, x .[n] y) is a bijection. In particular, we have
a.[n]a = b.[n]b⇔ a = b⇔ a.[n]a = b.[n]b
Proof. (i) From x .[n−1] a = (x .[n] a) .−1 (a .[n−1] a), the map .[n]a : X → X is bijective for each a ∈ X. In
the same way, we see that the map .[n]a : X → X is bijective for each a ∈ X.
(ii) Set ai,j = (x .
[i] y) .[j] (x .[i] y) and ai,j = (y .[j] x) .[i] (y .[j] x). Then
Sm,n(a0,0, a
0,0) = (a0,m, an,0).
Since ai,j = ai,0 .
[j] ai,0, an,1, . . . , an,m−1 are uniquely determined from an,0, and since ai,j = a0,j .[i] a0,j ,
a1,m, . . . , an−1,m are uniquely determined from a0,m. Then
ai,j . a
i,j = ((x .[i] y) .[j] (x .[i] y)) .[1] ((y .[j] x) .[i] (y .[j] x))
= ((x .[i] y) .[j] (x .[i] y)) .[1] ((y .[i] y) .[j] (x .[i] y))
= ((x .[i] y) .[1] (y .[i] y)) .[j] ((x .[i] y) .[1] (y .[i] y))
= (x .[i+1] y) .[j] (x .[i+1] y) = ai+1,j ,
ai,j . ai,j = ((y .
[j] x) .[i] (y .[j] x)) .[1] ((x .[i] y) .[j] (x .[i] y))
= ((y .[j] x) .[i] (y .[j] x)) .[1] ((x .[j] x) .[i] (y .[j] x))
= ((y .[j] x) .[1] (x .[j] x)) .[i] ((y .[j] x) .[1] (x .[j] x))
= (y .[j+1] x) .[i] (y .[j+1] x) = ai,j+1.
Since S(ai,j , a
i,j) = (ai,j.ai,j , ai,j.a
i,j) = (ai,j+1, ai+1,j), we have S
−1(ai,j+1, ai+1,j) = (ai,j , ai,j). Moreover,
an−1,0 is uniquely determined from an,0, . . . , an,m−1, since we have
S−1(an−1,m, an,m−1) = (an−1,m−1, an−1,m−1),
S−1(an−1,m−1, an,m−2) = (an−1,m−2, an−1,m−2),
S−1(an−1,m−2, an,m−3) = (an−1,m−3, an−1,m−3), . . .
S−1(an−1,1, an,0) = (an−1,0, an−1,0)
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and a0,m−1 is uniquely determined from a0,m, . . . , an−1,m, since we have
S−1(an−1,m, an,m−1) = (an−1,m−1, an−1,m−1),
S−1(an−2,m, an−1,m−1) = (an−2,m−1, an−2,m−1),
S−1(an−3,m, an−2,m−1) = (an−3,m−1, an−3,m−1), . . .
S−1(a0,m, a1,m−1) = (a0,m−1, a0,m−1).
Repeating this, we see that a0,0, a
0,0 are uniquely determined from an,0, a
0,m.
Definition 3.7. Fix n ≥ 0. We call (X, .[n], .[n]) the n-parallel biquandle of (X, ., .).
Example 6. Consider the constant action biquandle X = Zm with x.y = x.y = x+1. Then the n-parallel
biquandle of X is Zm with x . y = x . y = x+ n.
Example 7. More generally, if σ : X → X is a bijection then the n-parallel biquandle of the constant action
biquandle X with x . y = x . y = σ(x) is X with x .[n] y = x .[n] y = σn(x).
Proposition 3.8. Let X be an Alexander biquandle with operations
x . y = tx+ (s− t)y and x . y = sx.
Then the n-parallel biquandle of X is the set X with biquandle operations
x .[n] y = tnx+ (sn − tn)y and x .[n] y = snx.
Proof. As a base case, if n = 1 we have
x .[1] y = x . y = t1x+ (s1 − t1)y and x .[1] y = x . y = s1x.
Now, suppose x .[n−1] y = tn−1x+ (sn−1 − tn−1y); then we have
x .[n] y = (x .[n−1] y) . (y .[n−1] y)
= t(tn−1x+ (sn−1 − tn−1)y) + (s− t)(tn−1y + (sn−1 − tn−1)y)
= tnx+ [t(sn−1 − tn−1) + (s− t)tn−1 + (s− t)(sn−1 − tn−1)]y
= tnx+ [tsn−1 − tn + stn−1 − tn + sn − stn−1 − tsn−1 + tn]y
= tnx+ (sn − tn)y
while x .[n] y = snx as required.
4 G-Families of Biquandles
In this section we generalize a definition from [6] to the case of biquandles.
Definition 4.1. Let G be a group and X a set. We say that (X, (.g)g∈G, (.g)g∈G) is a G-family of biquandles
if
(i) a .g a = a .g a (∀g ∈ G, ∀a ∈ X)
(ii) .ga : X → X;x 7→ x .g a is a bijection (∀g ∈ G, ∀a ∈ X)
.ga : X → X;x 7→ x .g a is a bijection (∀g ∈ G, ∀a ∈ X)
Sg,h : X ×X → X ×X; (x, y) 7→ (y .g x, x .h y) is bijective (∀g, h ∈ G)
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(iii) (a .g b) .h (c .g b) = (a .h c) .h
−1gh (b .h c)
(a .g b) .h (c .g b) = (a .h c) .h
−1gh (b .h c)
(a .g b) .h (c .g b) = (a .h c) .h
−1gh (b .h c) (∀g, h ∈ G, ∀a, b, c ∈ X) and
(iv) a .gh b = (a .g b) .h (b .g b)
a .gh b = (a .g b) .h (b .g b) (∀g, h ∈ G, ∀a, b ∈ X)
Definition 4.2. Let X be a biquandle. We define the idempotency index and type of X by
idemX = min{n > 0 | a .[n] a = a (∀a ∈ X)} and
typeX = min{n > 0 | a .[n] b = a = a .[n] b (∀a, b ∈ X)}.
Lemma 4.3. Let m ≥ n ≥ 0. Let X be a biquandle such that idemX, typeX <∞. Then we have
(i) idemX | (m− n) ⇒ a .[m] a = a .[n] a and a .[m] a = a .[n] a (∀a ∈ X),
(ii) typeX | (m− n) ⇒ a .[m] b = a .[n] b and a .[m] b = a .[n] b (∀a, b ∈ X) and
(iii) idemX | typeX.
Proof. (i) First, we compute
a .[m] a = a .[m] a = a .[n+k idemX] a
= (a .[idemX] a) .[n+(k−1) idemX] (a .[idemX] a)
= a .[n+(k−1) idemX] a = · · · = a .[n] a = a .[n] a.
(ii) Next, we have
a .[m] b = a .[n+k typeX] b
= (a .[typeX] b) .[n+(k−1) typeX] (b .[typeX] b)
= a .[n+(k−1) typeX] b = · · · = a .[n] b.
In the same way, we have a .[m] b = a .[n] b.
(iii) From (i), we have
{n ∈ Z≥0 | a .[n] a = a (∀a ∈ X)} = (idemX)Z≥0.
It follows from a .[typeX] a = a, that typeX ∈ (idemX)Z≥0.
Remark 4.4. For n ∈ ZtypeX and a .[n] b, a .[n] b are well-defined.
Theorem 4.5. Let (X, ., .) be a biquandle with typeX <∞. Set G = ZtypeX . Then (X, (.[n])n∈G, (.[n])n∈G)
is a G-family of biquandles called the G-family associated to X.
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6.
Proposition 4.6. Let X be a finite biquandle. Then
idemX <∞ and typeX <∞.
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Proof. First, set na = min{n > 0 | a .[n] a = a}. Then since |{a .[n] a |n ∈ Z≥0}| < ∞, ∃m,n > 0 (m > n)
such that a .[m] a = a .[n] a. Since
(a .[m−n] a) .[n] (a .[m−n] a) = a .[m] a = a .[n] a,
we have a .[m−n] a = a and therefore na ≤ m− n <∞. Since
a .[kna] a = (a .[na] a) .[(k−1)na] (a .[na] a) = a .[(k−1)na] a = · · · = a,
we have idemX ≤ lcm({na | a ∈ X}) <∞ as required.
Next, set nb = min{n > 0 | (.[nb]b)n = idX} and nb = min{n > 0 | (.[nb]b)n = idX}. Since X is finite, we
have nb, nb <∞. Then
a .[knbnb] b = (a .[nb] b) .[(knb−1)nb] (b .[nb] b)
= (a .[nb] b) .[(knb−1)nb] b = · · · = a .[nb]b · · · .[nb] b︸ ︷︷ ︸
knb
= a.
In the same way, we see a .[knbnb] b = a. Therefore typeX ≤ lcm({nbnb, nbnb | b ∈ X}) <∞ as required.
Example 8. Let X = Z5 and set t = 2 and s = 3. Then we have Alexander biquandle operations
x .[1] y = 2x+ (3− 2)y = 2x+ y, x .[1] y = 3x
x .[2] y = 4x+ (9− 4)y = 4x, x .[2] y = 9x = 4x
x .[3] y = 3x+ (27− 8)y = 3x+ 4y, x .[3] y = 12x = 2x
x .[4] y = x+ (81− 16)y = x, x .[4] y = 6x = x
so (X, ., .) has type 4; thus we have a Z4-family of biquandles associated to X.
Example 9. Let X = Z2 with operations x . y = x . y = x+ 1. Then we have
x .[1] y = x+ 1 x .[1] y = x+ 1
x .[2] y = (x+ 1) + 1 = x, x .[2] y = (x+ 1) + 1 = x
so (X, ., .) has type 2; thus we have a Z2-family of biquandles associated to X.
5 Partially Multiplicative Biquandles
In this section we will extend the idea of biquandle colorings to S1-oriented handlebody-knots represented
by Y -oriented spatial trivalent graph diagrams by adding a new operation at vertices. Recall that the
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Reidemeister moves for handlebody-knots are given by
and that spatial trivalent graph diagrams represent ambient isotopic spatial trivalent graphs if they are
related by moves I, II, III, IV and V, while including the diagrammatic move VI (corresponding to the
spatial IH move) yields handlebody-knots. See [4, 6] for more. A Y -orientation of a spatial trivalent graph
diagram is a choice of direction for each edge in the underlying spatial graph such that no vertex is a source
or a sink. An S1-orientation of a handlebody-knot corresponds to a Y -orientation of a representative spatial
trivalent graph; see [4] for more.
Definition 5.1. Let (X, ., .) be a biquandle, D ⊂ X×X a subset of the Cartesian product of X with itself,
and · a map from D to X called a partial multiplication. Then we say that (X, ., ., · : D → X; (a, b) 7→ ab)
is a partially multiplicative biquandle if
(i) x 7→ ax, x 7→ xb are injective,
(ii) (a, b . a) ∈ D ⇔ (b, a . b) ∈ D ⇒ a(b . a) = b(a . b),
(iii) (a, b) ∈ D ⇔ (a . x, b . (x . a)) ∈ D ⇔ (a . x, b . (x . a)) ∈ D ⇒
x . (ab) = (x . a) . b, (ab) . x = (a . x)(b . (x . a)),
x . (ab) = (x . a) . b, (ab) . x = (a . x)(b . (x . a)),
(iv) (a, b), (ab, c) ∈ D ⇔ (b, c), (a, bc) ∈ D ⇒ (ab)c = a(bc) and
(v) (a, b), (c, d) ∈ D, ab = cd ⇔ ∃e ∈ X such that (a, e), (e, d) ∈ D, ae = c, ed = b
If D =
⋃
λ∈ΛGλ × Gλ for a family of groups {Gλ | λ ∈ Λ} with group operation (a, b) 7→ ab, then we say
(X, ., ., ·) is a group decomposable biquandle.
Partially multiplicative biquandles can be used to extend biquandle colorings to handlebody-knots rep-
resented by spatial trivalent graphs with Y -orientations, i.e. directed trivalent graphs in R3 without sources
or sinks. Given such a diagram Γ and a partially multiplicative biquandle X, an assignment of elements of
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X to the semiarcs of Γ is an X-coloring if at each crossing and vertex we have the following:
We then have:
Proposition 5.2. Let Γ be a Y -oriented spatial trivalent graph diagram with an X-coloring by a partially
multiplicative biquandle X. Then for any diagram Γ′ obtained from Γ by a handlebody-knot Reidemeister
move, there is a unique X-coloring of Γ′ agreeing with the coloring on Γ outside the neighborhood of the
move.
Proof. This is a matter of checking the Reidemeister moves for Y -oriented spatial trivalent graphs repre-
senting handlebody-knots and comparing the axioms in definition 5.1. Invariance under moves I, II and
III is well-known; see [1], for instance. For each of the remaining moves, we illustrate with a choice of
Y-orientation; the other cases are similar.
Corollary 5.3. The number of X-colorings of a Y -oriented spatial trivalent graph diagram representing an
S1-oriented handlebody-knot by a partially multiplicative biquandle X is invariant under the handlebody-knot
Reidemeister moves.
We’ve already seen our main example of partially multiplicative biquandles: G-families of biquandles.
Proposition 5.4. Let (X, .g, .g) be a G-family of biquandles. Set
Q = X ×G and D = {((a, g), (a .g a, h)) | a ∈ X, g, h ∈ G}
and define
(a, g) . (b, h) = (a .h b, h−1gh),
(a, g) . (b, h) = (a .h b, g) and
(a, g) · (a .g a, h) = (a, gh).
Then, (Q, ., ., ·) is a partially multiplicative biquandle.
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Proof. This is a matter of verifying that the axioms of a partially multiplicative biquandle are satisfied. We
must first show that (Q, ., .) is a biquandle. We have
(a, g) . (a, g) = (a .g a, g−1gg) = (a .g a, g) = (a, g) . (a, g)
so the first biquandle axiom is satisfied. Since .ga, .ga : X → X is bijective, .(a, g) : X×G→ X×G; (x, k) 7→
(x .g a, g−1kg) and .(a, g) : X × G → X × G; (x, k) 7→ (x .g a, k) are bijective. Since Sg,h : X × X →
X ×X; (x, y) 7→ (y .g x, x .h y) is bijective, S : Q×Q→ Q×Q; ((x, g), (y, h)) 7→ ((y .g x, h), (x .h y, h−1gh))
is bijective, and the second biquandle axiom is satisfied. Verifying the exchange laws, we have
((a, g) . (b, h)) . ((c, k) . (b, h)) = (a .h b, h−1gh) . (c .h b, k)
= ((a .h b) .k (c .h b), k−1h−1ghk)
= ((a .k c) .k
−1hk (b .k c), k−1h−1ghk)
= (a .k c, k−1gk) . (b .k c, k−1hk)
= ((a, g) . (c, k)) . ((b, h) . (c, k)),
((a, g) . (b, h)) . ((c, k) . (b, h)) = (a .h b, g) . (c .h b, k)
= ((a .h b) .k (c .h b), k−1gk)
= ((a .k c) .k
−1hk (b .k c), k−1gk)
= (a .k c, k−1gk) . (b .k c, k−1hk)
= ((a, g) . (c, k)) . ((b, h) . (c, k))
and
((a, g) . (b, h)) . ((c, k) . (b, h)) = (a .h b, g) . (c .h b, k)
= ((a .h b) .k (c .h b), g)
= ((a .k c) .k
−1hk (b .k c), g)
= (a .k c, g) . (b .k c, k−1hk)
= ((a, g) . (c, k)) . ((b, h) . (c, k)).
Thus, (Q, ., .) is a biquandle.
Next, we note that
(a, g)· : (a .g a, h) 7→ (a, g)(a .g a, h) = (a, gh)
and
· (a .g a, h) : (a, g) 7→ (a, g)(a .g a, n) = (a, gh)
are injective.
Since a .g a = b .g a⇔ a = b⇔ b .h b = a .h b, we have
((a, g), (b, h) . (a, g)) = ((a, g), (b .g a, g−1hg)) ∈ D
⇔ ((b, h), (a, g) . (b, h)) = ((b, h), (a .h b, g)) ∈ D.
Then
(a, g)((a, h) . (a, g)) = (a, g)(a .g a, g−1hg) = (a, hg)
= (a, h)(a .h a, g) = (a, h)((a, g) . (a, h)).
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Since ((a, g) . (x, k), (b, h) . ((x, k) . (a, g))) = ((a .k x, k−1gk), (b .k (x .g a), k−1hk)), we have
((a, g) . (x, k), (b, h) . ((x, k) . (a, g))) ∈ D ⇔ (a .k x) .k−1gk (a .k x) = b .k (x .g a)
⇔ (a .g a) .k (x .g a) = b .k (x .g a)
⇔ a .g a = b
⇔ ((a, g), (b, h)) ∈ D.
Then
(x, k) . ((a, g)(a .g a, h)) = (x, k) . (a, gh)
= (x .gh a, h−1g−1kgh) = ((x .g a) .h (a .g a), h−1g−1kgh)
= (x .g a, g−1kg) . (a .g a, h) = ((x, k) . (a, g)) . (a .g a, h)
and
((a, g)(a .g a, h)) . (x, k) = (a, gh) . (x, k) = (a .k x, k−1ghk)
= (a .k x, k−1gk)((a .k x) .k
−1gk (a .k x), k−1hk)
= (a .k x, k−1gk)((a .g a) .k (x .g a), k−1hk)
= (a .k x, k−1gk)((a .g a, h) . (x .g a, k))
= ((a, g) . (x, k))((a .g a, h) . ((x, k) . (a, g))).
Since ((a, g) . (x, k), (b, h) . ((x, k) . (a, g))) = ((a .k x, g), (b .g
−1kg (x .g a), h)), we have
((a, g) . (x, k), (b, h) . ((x, k) . (a, g))) ∈ D ⇔ (a .k x) .g (a .k x) = b .g−1kg (x .g a)
⇔ (a .g a) .g−1kg (x .g a) = b .g−1kg (x .g a)
⇔ a .g a = b⇔ ((a, g), (b, h)) ∈ D.
Then
(x, k) . ((a, g)(a .g a, h)) = (x, k) . (a, gh)
= (x .gh a, k) = ((x .g a) .h (a .g a), k)
= (x .g a, k) . (a .g a, h) = ((x, k) . (a, g)) . (a .g a, h),
and
((a, g)(a .g a, h)) . (x, k) = (a, gh) . (x, k) = (a .k x, gh)
= (a .k x, g)((a .k x) .g (a .k x), h)
= (a .k x, g)((a .g a) .g
−1kg (x .g a), h)
= (a .k x, g)((a .g a, h) . (x .g a, g−1kg))
= ((a, g) . (x, k))((a .g a, h) . ((x, k) . (a, g))).
Since a .gh a = (a .g a) .h (a .g a), we have
((a, g), (b, h)), ((a, g)(b, h), (c, i)) ∈ D ⇔ a .g a = b, a .gh a = c
⇔ b .h b = c, a .g a = b
⇔ ((b, h), (c, i)), ((a, g), (b, h)(c, i)) ∈ D.
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Then
((a, g)(b, h))(c, i) = (a, gh)(c, i) = (a, ghi) = (a, g)(b, hi) = (a, g)((b, h)(c, i)).
Finally, since (a .g a) .g
−1i (a .g a) = a .i a, there is an (e, k) ∈ X ×G such that
((a, g), (e, k)), ((e, k), (d, j)) ∈ D, (a, g)(e, k) = (c, i), and (e, k)(d, j) = (b, h)
⇔ ∃e ∈ X, ∃k ∈ G such that a .g a = e, e .k e = d, a = c, gk = i, e = b, kj = h
⇔ (a .g a) .g−1i (a .g a) = d, a = c, g−1i = hj−1, a .g a = b
⇔ a .g a = b, c .i c = d, a = c, gh = ij
⇔ ((a, g), (b, h)), ((c, i), (d, j)) ∈ D, (a, g)(b, h) = (c, i)(d, j)
and (Q, ., ., ·) is a partially multiplicative biquandle.
Definition 5.5. For any G-family of biquandles X, the partially multiplicative biquandle (Q, ., ., ·) is the
partially multiplicative biquandle associated to X.
Example 10. Let (X, (.g)g∈Z4 , (.
g)g∈Z4) be the Z4-family of biquandles from Example 8, i.e. X = Z5 with
t = 2 and s = 3. Then we have Q = Z5 × Z4 with operations
(a, g) . (b, h) = (2ha+ (3h − 2h)b, g)
(a, g) . (b, h) = (3ha, g)
(a, g) · (a .g a, h) = (a, g + h).
Then for instance, we have
(2, 3) . (3, 3) = (23(2) + (33 − 23)3, 3) = (3, 3).
6 Counting Invariants
Given a Y -oriented spatial trivalent graph diagram Γ representing an S1-oriented handlebody-knot and a
partially multiplicative biquandle X, the number of X-colorings of semiarcs in a diagram of Γ is unchanged
by Reidemeister moves by construction. Thus we have
Definition 6.1. Let Γ be a Y -oriented spatial graph diagram representing an S1-oriented handlebody-knot
and X a partially multiplicative biquandle. Then the partially multiplicative biquandle counting invariant
of Γ with respect to X is the number of X-colorings of Γ, denoted ΦZX(Γ).
Example 11. Let X be the partially multiplicative biquandle associated to the Alexander biquandle Z5
with t = 2 and s = 3 as in Example 8. Let us compute the number of X-colorings of the unknotted Theta
graph Θ below:
For any x1 = (a, g) ∈ Z5 × Z4, we must have x2 = (a .g a, h) and x3 = (a, gh). Then for any choice of
g, h ∈ Z4 and a ∈ Z5, we get a valid X-coloring; hence the counting invariant value is ΦZX(Θ) = 5(4)2 = 80.
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When X is a G-family of biquandles, we can take advantage of this extra structure to enhance the
counting invariant. Specifically, collecting together biquandle colorings which differ only in the the first
component gives us a way of filtering the set of X-colorings of our handlebody-knot diagram which is
unchanged by Reidemeister moves, since forgetting the first component yields a group coloring by G (i.e.,
a group homomorphism from pi1(S
3 \ Γ) to G). Given a G-coloring ψ ∈ Hom(pi1(S3 \ Γ), G), let us denote
by pi−1(ψ) the set of X-colorings which project to ψ by forgetting the first component (a, g) 7→ g on each
semiarc. Then we have:
Definition 6.2. Let X be a G-family of biquandles and Γ a Y -oriented spatial trivalent graph diagram
representing an S1-oriented handlebody-knot. The G-enhanced biquandle counting invariant of Γ is the
polynomial
ΦGX(Γ) =
∑
ψ∈Hom(pi1(S3\Γ),G)
u|pi
−1(ψ)|
Proposition 6.3. If two Y -oriented spatial trivalent graph diagrams Γ and Γ′ representing S1-oriented
handlebody-knots are related by Reidemeister moves, then for any G-family of biquandles X, we have
ΦGX(Γ) = Φ
G
X(Γ
′).
Example 12. Let us illustrate the computation of the G-family enhanced counting invariant for the Ki-
noshita Theta graph Γ below
with respect to the G-family of biquandles associated to the Alexander biquandle Z3 with t = 1 and s = 2.
We have
x .[1] y = 1x+ (2− 1)y = x+ y, x .[1] y = 2x
x .[2] y = 12x+ (22 − 12)y = x x .[2] y = 22x = x
so X has type 2 and we have a Z2-family of biquandles. Then we have partially multiplicative biquandle
operations
(a, g) . (b, h) = (a+ (2h − 1)b, g)
(a, g) . (b, h) = (2ha, g)
(a, g) · (a .g a, h) = (a, g + h).
Since the group colorings don’t change at crossings with this abelian group G = Z2, a choice of g, h ∈ Z2
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determines the group coloring.
For each assignment of g, h ∈ Z2 to the second components of x1 = (a1, g) and x2 = (a2, h) respectively, we
get a system of linear equations over Z3. For instance, taking g = 0 and h = 1, we have
a1 = a5
a2 = a1 .
g a1
a3 = a6
a3 = a7 .
g+h a5
a4 = a3 .
h a3
a4 = a11 .
h a10
a6 = a13 .
h a2
a8 = a5 .
h a7
a8 = a9 .
h a7
a10 = a7 .
g+h a9
a11 = a1 .
g+h a9
a12 = a2 .
g+h a13
a12 = a10 .
g a11
a13 = a9 .
g a1
↔

2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2

which row-reduces over Z3 to 
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1
0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

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so we have |{0, 1, 2}| = 3 X-colorings where x1 = (a1, 0) and x2 = (a2, 1). Repeating for (g, h) = (1, 1), (1, 0)
and (0, 0), we obtain 3 X-colorings for each, so we have
ΦGX(Γ) = 4u
3.
7 Questions
We end with some questions for future work.
What other enhancements of the X counting invariant can be defined when X is a partially multiplicative
biquandle or a group decomposable biquandle? What about cocycle invariants in this setting?
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